
NAYER KAZEMI - WATER ART 
 

Transparency & Water #801 © 2000 
 

Dimensions: 21” x 9.5” x 5” 

Material: Copper and glass  

Finish: Flame Finish 

 

Water Pump: See reverse side for detailed information. 

 

Illustrated Assembly Instructions: (Indoor Fountain) 

 
1. The pump is pre-adjusted and is already installed with frame, plastic tube and copper 

water spout. 

 

2. Lift the water spout slightly up and turn it counter clockwise. Rest it on the top side 

(away to make room to insert glass into the frame but not removing it from the piece). 

 

3. Insert the glass pairs into the copper frame one at a time to prevent breakage, taller glass 

(with weir attached) in back and shorter glass in front. Be sure that the textured sides 

face each other, smooth sides facing out; the texture will create a passageway for the 

water.  

 

4. Insert into the basin, with the weir in the back. Turn the water spout back and place on 

top of the glass pairs, just over the weir. The clips will fit snugly around the copper glass 

frame. 

 

5. To reduce the cleaning of the glass, distilled water (water without minerals or chemicals) 

is highly recommended. Filtered or reverse osmosis water take chemicals out of the 

water, but not the minerals. Fill the basin with distilled water about 1.5” below the front 

opening. The water level in the basin determines the sound of the piece. For a softer 

sound add more water.  

6. Place the lid on top of the piece. Plug in the electrical cord, turn the cord switch on and 

enjoy your “Water Art”. 

 

 

TO PREVENT PUMP BURN-OUT KEEP WATER LEVEL ABOVE  

THE PUMP AT ALL TIMES. 

 

Recommended Care: 

 

- Change the water at least once a month. Be sure to reverse the directions to clean 

the piece. 

- To clean the glass use WINDEX or LIME-AWAY with a soft sponge. 

- NEVER ADD VINEGAR OR BLEACH TO THE WATER it will eat the parts 

in the pump, which is made of plastic.  
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